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Need for mortgage  
protection will rise  
due to growing  
housing market 
Foresters Financial has prepared this special report to provide  
you with the expertise you need to tap into the growing housing 
market.

Many homebuyers will appreciate the expertise of an insurance 
advisor in helping them understand their options and how term 
insurance can be an attractive option to protecting the largest  
investment they will probably make in their lifetime.

536,118 residential properties 
changed hands in 2016, a  

6.3%
increase from 20152

The average house price  
in Canada was 

$589,795 
at the start of 20172

The average Canadian  
household had a net worth of 

$726,000 

—including 74% of  
home equity3

Ontario and British Columbia 
accounted for  

66%  
of last year’s Canadian sales of 
existing residential properties4
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Canada national  
average price map5 

Newfoundland  
and Labrador

January 2017: $240,860

January 2016: $248,508

Annual increase/
decrease:

 -3.08%

Nova Scotia

January 2017: $202,794

January 2016: $205,555

Annual increase/
decrease:

-1.34%

Prince Edward Island

January 2017: $188,246

January 2016: $148,796

Annual increase/
decrease:

 26.51%

New Brunswick

January 2017: $161,656

January 2016: $150,538

Annual increase/
decrease:

 7.39%

Quebec

January 2017: $283,984

January 2016: $272,998

Annual increase/
decrease:

4.02%

Ontario

January 2017: $556,631

January 2016: $464,588

Annual increase/
decrease:

19.81%

Manitoba

January 2017: $267,068

January 2016: $264,007

Annual increase/
decrease:

1.16%

Saskatchewan

January 2017: $288,703

January 2016: $291,104

Annual increase/
decrease:

-0.82%

Alberta

January 2017: $383,040

January 2016: $371,620

Annual increase/
decrease:

3.07%

British Columbia

January 2017: $621,093

January 2016: $752,906

Annual increase/
decrease:

-17.51%

Yukon

January 2017: $333,353

January 2016: $312,440

Annual increase/
decrease:

6.69%

Northwest

January 2017: $341,890

January 2016: $343,856

Annual increase/
decrease:

 -0.57%
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Housing Trends Opportunities

When dealing with their mortgage  
professional, less than half of first-time 
homebuyers were offered other types of 
financial products such as lines of credit, 
bank accounts or mortgage life insurance.6

Use your website and social media to position yourself  
as a mortgage-protection expert by posting educational  
material that helps prospects understand how term  
insurance can help them.

Millennials and baby boomers are  
expected to dominate the housing  
market in 2017.7

Don’t just focus on first-time buyers. Baby boomers  
interested in downsizing or upsizing are a significant  
part of the market that should not be overlooked.

Low inventories of both new and  
existing homes remain a primary  
reason for rising home prices.8

Buyers are looking for ways to reduce the costs of  
purchasing a home, so focus on the affordability of  
term insurance over creditor insurance when speaking  
with clients. 

62% of homeowners planned to spend  
on home improvement projects in 2016. 
This is an increase of almost 9%  
compared to 2015.9

Talk to your clients about whether they’re planning to  
renovate and ask them to consider if those costs should  
be included in the amount of coverage they need.

Common riders purchased by new 
homeowners are Waiver of Premium  
and Spousal Term Rider.

Riders are not only an additional sale, they are also a  
way to distinguish term insurance from most creditor  
insurance, which may not be customized to address all  
of a prospect’s concerns and financial needs.

Tiny houses have recently become a bit of a  

phenomenon due in part to the success of  

3 ongoing series on HGTV. These diminutive  

homes became popular after the 2008 housing  

crises. Many Americans turned to tiny houses as  

a way to live mortgage free. 68% of tiny house  

owners have no mortgage compared to 29.3%  

of all U.S. homeowners.11

If there is no mortgage to protect, you may think 

there is no opportunity to sell insurance. But keep  

in mind that the purchase of a house, no matter 

how small, is still a major life event. It is a time when 

most people are reviewing their financial situation. 

Prospects may be interested in covering other 

debts or insuring income replacement during key 

income-earning years. Tiny home owners may be 

price conscious making term insurance a perfect fit.

While the chances of meeting a client thinking  

of purchasing a tiny house may still be small, the 

opportunity to provide them financial protection  

is not tiny.

Tiny houses: fad or trend

Many consumers 

tend to overestimate 

the price of term 

life insurance. 

When asked 

how much a 

$250,000 term 

life policy would be 

for a healthy 30-year

-old, the median estimate 

was $400 — more than 

twice the actual cost.12

Explain and help prospects identify and understand 
how term insurance is an affordable option to their 
need for mortgage protection.
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Covering  
additional expenses
New homeowners often plan to 

renovate soon after they move 

in. They may need a term rider to 

cover shorter-term debt.

Amount homeowners plan to 

spent on home improvements  

in 2017.14 

42% 
$5,999 or more 

38%  

$1,000 - $4,999

20% 
Less than $1,000

Find prospects before they buy that new home
 
Tap into the ongoing real estate boom by finding prospects early in the process of house hunting. 

Here are some tips to help you find prospects before they buy that new home. 

Create strategic partnerships with realtors

Offer to refer real estate agents to your existing  
clients who may be looking for a new house.  
Realtors’ customers will appreciate your expertise  
regarding how term insurance can give them  
affordable mortgage protection.

Door hangers on houses for sale

If they’re selling, it’s most likely they’re also buying. 
Door hangers are an inexpensive way to find  
prospects and have them call you for life insurance. 
Visit some of those high turnover neighborhoods  
and get busy placing door hangers!

Place advertising in real estate listings or on mortgage 
calculator apps

The majority of research for any major purchase  
today is done online and this includes selling or buying 
a home. Make sure you’re visible on popular real estate 
websites as well as mortgage calculator apps.

Position yourself as the mortgage protection expert

Establish yourself as an advisor who helps people find 
the best solution to their financial services needs. Help 
consumers understand how term life insurance fits as 
a solution to their need to provide financial protection 
for their loved ones.

Leverage social media

Find out which social media platforms your prospects 
hang out on and establish a presence there too.  
Focus most of your time on social media “listening”  
to discover what people are saying then determine 
problems you can help solve. And make sure you  
also highlight your expertise on your LinkedIn profile.

 

14-45  
days  
or so before  
their first  
mortgage  
payment  
is due13

On average a homebuyer will spend

30-60  
days  
shopping

14-60  
days  
from contract  
to close
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Foresters term sweet spots for homebuyers

Male Non-Smoker Female Non-Smoker

Age $500K $750K $1M $500K $750K $250K

30 2 4 2 2 5 1

35 2 2 2 2 2 4

40 2 3 2 1 2 5

45 1 2 2 2 3 3

50 1 2 4 2 3 5

55 1 1 6 2 3 5

Term 20 competitive rankings15

Male Non-Smoker Female Non-Smoker

Age $500K $750K $1M $500K $750K $250K

30 1 1 2 1 1 1

35 1 2 3 1 2 2

40 1 2 1 1 2 1

45 2 2 3 1 2 2

50 3 3 6 3 3 6

55 6 6 5 6 6 6

Term 30 competitive rankings15
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Term versus creditor insurance

When someone purchases a home, it’s likely the largest investment they’ll ever make so buyers will be  
interested in a way to protect that investment. 

There are important differences to highlight when speaking to your customers to help them understand  
the differences and advantages of term insurance over creditor insurance: 

From some creditors From Foresters

Ownership
Who owns the insurance?

Typically owed by the lender. The 
lender may control what happens 
to the coverage.

Owned by the client. They  
control what happens to their life 
insurance coverage.

Beneficiary
Who determines who will get  
the benefits?

The lender is often the beneficiary 
and receives the proceeds to pay 
off the mortgage. Clients may 
have no choice in how the  
proceeds are spent.

The client decides who is  
named beneficiary and receives 
the proceeds.

Renewability
Can someone other than the  
policy owner cancel coverage?

Yes. The lender or issuing  
company may cancel the policy. 
Often, coverage ends with  
the expiry/cancellation of the 
mortgage.

No. Although the coverage offers 
mortgage protection, it’s not tied 
to a specific mortgage or need. 
When the mortgage is finished, 
coverage may remain in force, 
except in the event of non- 
payment of the life insurance 
premium.

Portability
Can coverage continue if the 
client changes companies or 
moves?

Creditor insurance lacks  
portability and may end when 
the mortgage is repaid, assumed, 
canceled, the house is sold or the 
group policy terminates.

Yes. Coverage is portable and  
can be used to cover another 
mortgage, if desired.

Benefit amount
Is the benefit amount level?

Benefit typically declines  
proportionally to the outstanding 
mortgage balance, if it’s  
decreasing term insurance.

Yes. Amount of benefit can  
remain level even though the 
mortgage balance reduces.

Can clients apply for more  
coverage than the mortgage 
amount?

Benefit amount is usually only  
for the amount of the mortgage 
and there are limited options if 
changes to health occur.

Yes. Coverage can be higher than 
the mortgage amount to cover 
other needs.

Customization
Can the plan be customized to 
meet individual needs?

The plan is often mortgage- 
specific and may not be  
customized to fit individual  
financial protection needs.

Yes. Other benefits and features 
can often be added through  
optional riders.



5 years later: Converting term to permanent
Your clients’ needs change over time. The term insurance they got when they first purchased a home may 
no longer meet their needs.

Five years later, that young couple is now more established in their careers and earning more money.  
The older couple may be starting to experience changes in health and need the assurance of being able  
to convert to a permanent plan before their term period expires.

It’s important to regularly check in with your clients to make sure their insurance needs have not changed.
Talking with clients in a caring and informative way about why they should consider converting establishes 
trust, in addition to creating potential business opportunities for you.

Permanent life insurance is a good option for those who want or need protection beyond their current 
term policy limits, for those who want to build up a nest egg inside their policy, and for those for whom a 
medical exam would not be beneficial due to changes in health.

Explain to your clients the benefit of converting to permanent coverage at a younger age to avoid higher 
premiums, as they get older. Highlight the value of converting from their term policy to permanent  
protection without having to provide proof of insurability.

Foresters term portfolio

Foresters term is competitively priced and allows your clients to face  
the future with less worry and more certainty about achieving their  
financial goals.  

With attractive features like a Bereavement Assistance Benefit, preferred 
underwriting and flexible conversion, Foresters term may be ideal for 
client needing affordable mortgage protection.

Term Highlights

• Preferred underwriting for face amounts of $250,000 or more

• Flexible conversion and exchange privileges

• A Bereavement Assistance Benefit of up to $1,000 at no  
additional premium

• Convenient InsuranceAssist online application process that is  
fast and simple

Personalize coverage with optional riders17

Term riders give your clients the flexibility to add additional layers of  
protection to cover shorter term risks.

Child Term Rider provides term coverage for your clients’ children  
with the option to convert to permanent insurance without evidence  
of insurability.

Accidental Death Benefit provides additional coverage in case of an  
accidental death.

Disability Waiver of Premium Rider maintains coverage if your client 
become totally disable and unable to work.
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Foresters Member Benefits

When clients place their trust in Foresters, they join a financial  
institution that’s been enriching lives and building strong  
communities since 1874.

Foresters Financial not only helps families achieve financial  
security but it also provides complimentary membership to a  
global community that is more than a million strong

Benefits17 such as Competitive Scholarships18, Community  
Grants, Everyday Money and Legal Link are just some of the  
comprehensive and unique features enjoyed by members and  
in turn, supports your client relationships.

For more information, visit foresters.com/term
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